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ABSTRACT
Advances over the past decade in highly reliable commercial electronics, miniaturization techniques, and materials
have enabled progressively smaller satellites to provide important scientific and military capability. Access to
space, however, continues to be one of the greatest barriers to executing low-cost missions. Capitalizing on
significant, otherwise unused launch vehicle (LV) volume and lift mass capability, many developers now seek
accommodation as either a secondary payload with some measure of mission/orbit influence (and corresponding
cost contribution), or more typically as truly “opportunistic” piggyback/tertiary rideshares. Among the recent
leaders in this endeavor are CubeSats, the system class canonically defined as single unit (1U) spacecraft, with
typical configurations being developed by many organizations today aggregating three or even six “U” to afford
greater mass/volume provision for components. Another popular small satellite class being launched in secondary
manifest configurations is the EELV Secondary Payload Adapter (ESPA). Through launches of these rideshare
payloads, confidence has been established that they could be safely and readily incorporated into the LV and
mission plan without impact to the primary payload. Catalyzed by these successes in dramatically lowering the cost
and programmatic barriers to space access, there is growing global interest to find further ways to increase small
satellite launch accommodation to quantities well in excess of 10 free-flyer deployments to further leverage unused
capacity, support multiple mission partners, and enable the population of constellations.
In reflection of this challenge, in early 2011 JHU/APL initiated an internal assessment and investigation of
prevailing market solutions for manifesting small satellites as either primary, secondary, or tertiary payloads on a
broad variety of current and near-term launch vehicle solutions. Through a combination of top-down analysis and
bottoms-up design activities, it was determined that there was a fundamentally un-served niche between 3-6U
CubeSats and ESPA-class small satellites, the “Express” mission class, that corresponds to a space vehicle of
approximately 20-50 kg and a stowed size of 88,000 cm3. To address these requirements, JHU/APL has developed
and built a unique flexible adapter system that can readily integrate with multiple LVs in numerous configurations.
While accessing the same low-cost rideshare paradigm as CubeSats, the Express mission class affords far greater
utilization of COTS components for reduced program development cost/risk, makes possible the capability for
dramatically more system resources (e.g., power generation), and if required, enables integration of propulsion
solutions for true orbit flexibility without over-compromising payload SWaP allocation. In this paper we will
expand upon analysis findings, associated requirements, expected space vehicle provisions, technical details of the
adapter system design, prototype hardware development, and results from qualification testing.
kilogram [3]. Capitalizing on significant, otherwise
unused launch vehicle (LV) volume and lift mass
capability, the first CubeSats were launched as
opportunistic rideshares in 2003. To facilitate their
manifest, CubeSats have utilized containerized
deployers like the Poly Picosatellite Orbital Deployer
(P-POD) developed by California Polytechnic State
University [4]. Shown in Figure 1, the P-POD is the
foundational CubeSat encapsulated deployment system
capable of delivering any combination of three 1U
spacecraft. Through these launches, confidence was
established such that they could be safely and readily

INTRODUCTION
Advances over the past decade in highly reliable
commercial electronics, miniaturization techniques, and
materials have enabled a new class of small
“nanosatellites,” loosely defined as satellites having a
total mass of 50 kg or less [1], that now afford the
capability to execute a broad array of meaningful
science and technology missions [2]. CubeSats are a
subset of this system-class, and are canonically defined
as single unit (1U) spacecraft with nominal stowed
volume of 10x10x10 cm and mass of about one
Apland
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incorporated into the LV and mission plan without
impact to the primary payload. Catalyzed by these
successes in dramatically lowering the cost and
programmatic barriers to space access, there is growing
global interest to find further ways to increase
nanosatellite launch accommodation to quantities well
in excess of 10 free-flyer deployments per mission. For
example, the ORS-3 mission scheduled to launch in
November of 2013, has a planned manifest of 28
satellites ranging from 1U to 3U in size [5].

The Evolved Expendable Launch Vehicle (EELVA)
Secondary Payload Adapter (ESPA) [8] was developed
to accommodate up to six 181 kg (400 lbm)
microsatellites attached radially to the adapter, which
would be integrated below the primary payload.
Developed by Moog CSA Engineering, the ESPA
adapter, shown on a launch vehicle in Figure 2, first
launched using an Atlas V on March 8, 2007, with
subsequent use by the NASA as part of its Lunar Crater
Observation and Sensing Satellite (LCROSS) and
Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO) mission, as well
as the upcoming AFRL DSX mission to Medium Earth
Orbit.

Growing global interest in launching nanosatellites, and
continued design work, has advanced the availability of
CubeSat launch access to multiple new vehicles (e.g.
India’s PSLV) and compatible adapters [6], which
include the University of Toronto’s family of
eXperimental Push Out Deployers (X-POD) [5] and
NASA Ames’ NanoSatellite Launch Adapter System
(NLAS) [7]. By developing standard, containerized
deployer systems such as these, and enforcing the
associated CubeSat design, test, and deployment
requirements for manifest, the specific contents now
become essentially irrelevant to the launch vehicle.
This now enables a truly responsive flexibility where
payloads can be readily interchanged due to delivery
issues, operational considerations, or needed mission
capabilities.

While the hardware and integration have been flight
qualified, the space vehicle size/mass specification has
now firmly established itself within working industry
and development parlance. As a testimony of this fact,
STP has since launched several more ESPA-class space
vehicles on other launch vehicles that didn’t utilize the
ESPA adapter for their accommodation, including four
on the STP-S26 mission in November 2010 using the
Minotaur IV.

Figure 1 – The Poly-Picosat Orbital Deployer (PPOD) is the foundational CubeSat encapsulated
deployment system capable of delivering any
combination of three 1U spacecraft.

Figure 2 – The EELV Secondary Payload Adapter
(ESPA) is capable of accommodating up to six 181
kg microsatellite space vehicles as secondary
payloads on either the Atlas-5 or Delta-IV launch
vehicle.

The Space Test Program is charged with the
responsibility of managing the Space Experiments
Review Board (SERB) for the DoD, with the primary
objective being to fly the maximum number of DoD
space science and technology experiments possible
consistent with priority, opportunity and available
funding. To make better use of their resources, they
recognized the tremendous unused lift capacity of many
DoD missions that could be leveraged for executing
both their missions and those of their service partners.
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As longtime active members of the space community,
The Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics
Laboratory (JHU/APL) has delivered more than 68
spacecraft and nearly 200 instruments for flight. As a
University Affiliated Research Center (UARC) charted
in 1942 by the Navy, the Lab’s role is to identify areas
in which it can make critical contributions to critical
challenges—in this case addressing the goal of
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increased, low-cost access to space—then transition
enabling, validated technologies to industry for
production and broad consumer access. As such, in
early 2011 JHU/APL initiated a significant internal
research and development effort to assess prevailing
market solutions for manifesting small satellites as
either primary, secondary, or tertiary payloads on a
broad variety of current and near-term launch vehicle
solutions. This paper will discuss the combination of
top-down analysis and bottoms-up design activities that
were undertaken to investigate this mission opportunity
space, the findings, and the associated prototype
hardware development and qualification effort that has
been borne out of the findings.
Figure 3 – A comparison of the available payload
volume, total space vehicle mass, and associated
launch accommodation hardware for three classes of
small satellite systems (cube-, nano-, and
microsatellite).

MOTIVATION AND NEED
When we compare the two approaches of providing
low-risk secondary accommodation on a launch,
namely containerizing (CubeSat) or hardpoint
attachment (ESPA), we recognize that there is a
significant mass premium consumed by the former. For
4-10 kg 3-6U CubeSats, this represents a small
additional amount relative to the typical available mass
margin of the launch vehicle, but would otherwise be
prohibitive if scaled proportionately to the 181 kg
ESPA-class vehicle. If we also consider total payload
volume alongside that of the integrated space vehicle
mass, as we see in Figure 3, a natural intermediary
standard is evidenced that is filled by what turns out to
be a 20-50 kg nanosatellite class system. The need for
this complementary, small satellite “Express” space
mission class is motivated by multiple factors,
including to:
• More optimally utilize excess LV secondary
payload rideshare accommodation capability.
• Enable opportunistic missions not possible
with CubeSats, at a cost much lower than an
ESPA-class space vehicle, when the
corresponding SWaP is not needed.
• Provide for more flexible and capable space
vehicles than possible within the 3U/6U
CubeSat constraints, including not only
increased payload accommodation provisions
and platform performance, but also missionenabling features like an amply-sized
propulsion system to decouple the mission
orbit from the initial rideshare destination.
• Enable mission solutions at lower cost and risk
by dramatically increasing the ability to utilize
COTS components and technologies.

Apland

OBJECTIVES
Prior to determining requirements, we set about to
collect objectives for the prototypical Express class
space vehicle and its associated LV accommodations.
Chief among those objectives was to maximize SV
performance and still allow easy accommodation in a
wide variety of domestic launch vehicles. We worked
the problem from both ends by dividing the study into a
launch vehicle segment and the space vehicle segment.
The launch vehicle segment of this work included a
study of the interfaces and manifest requirements for:
Minotaur I, Falcon 1e, Minotaur IV, Athena IIc,
Antares, Atlas V, Delta IV, Falcon 9 and Falcon Heavy
[9]-[17]. Figure 4 shows the various fairings of the
launch vehicles investigated. We have retained design
compatibility with the Falcon 1e despite the decision by
Space-X to not continue offering it to the market.
Similarly, we have also initiated compatibility
assessment for the Super Strypi and SWORDS LV
designs.
We intentionally limited the list to US domestic launch
vehicles, given the combination of current Office of
Science and Technology policy [18] for NASA launch
vehicle procurement and national security motivations
for the DoD community who both are envisioned as
potential early adopters of this new class of small space
vehicles. This work could readily be extended to
include foreign launch vehicles. We identified LV
provider unique requirements, including integration
steps and load cases as well as mechanical and
electrical interfaces.
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Atlas V
Delta IV
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•

Falcon 9

Atlas V
Delta IV
4-m fairings

•

Antares
Minotaur IV
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Falcon 1e
Minotaur I

•

Figure 4 – Express class space vehicle compatibility
was investigated across a broad range of prevailing
launch vehicles.
The overarching objective of the SV study segment was
to define a broad set of capabilities and characteristics:
• One of the most distinguishing characteristics
of the Express class SV is the significantly
increased volume compared with a CubeSat,
while not necessarily needing to bear the full
launch cost of a larger ESPA-class
microsatellite when not needed. Increased
volume enables design teams to build a more
modular SV and facilitates the use of
commercial, off the shelf (COTS) components,
rather than expending costly NRE developing
miniature,
purpose-built
components.
Currently, there are not many commercial
components available for CubeSats that have
high performance and rigorous
spacequalification standards, but there are many
such components available for Express form
factor SVs. SV developers would benefit from
a great deal more modularity than is available
in CubeSats. Modularity, with standard sizes
and interfaces, helps a design team to
minimize non-recurring engineering (NRE)
from one mission to the next by being able to
substitute
components
with
different
capabilities while minimizing the impact of
changes. Additionally, many missions require
Apland
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instrument payloads with significant apertures
or volume to achieve the needed level of
utility. The larger form factor allows the
accommodation of larger optical and RF
apertures.
Many missions with significant science or
military utility require significant power for
continuous availability or high power
intermittent operation. We determined that an
Express class SV would require 50-100 watts
of orbit average power.
The addition of propulsion capability gives
mission designers and SV design teams the
ability to achieve and maintain a specific orbit
following a rideshare launch. With propulsion,
the SV can: inject into a different orbit than
the primary payload of a rideshare mission;
deploy in one launch a whole single-plane
small satellite constellation; prolong the life of
a SV in a highly elliptical orbit; and provide
for end-of-life decommissioning to coincide
with 25 year deorbit requirements.
A non-containerized dispenser, in contrast to a
P-POD 3U or NLAS 6U dispenser, gives the
Express class SV development team the
freedom to place deployable and fixed
appendages wherever it best suits the mission.
Deployable antennas and instrument booms,
high power solar arrays, fixed antennas and
baffles, externally mounted instruments and
components are all possible if the space
vehicle is fixed to its adaptor on one end like
traditional space vehicles.
An optional standardized shroud on the
Express SV would protect primary payloads
and act as a: dust and debris cover during
integration; a plume shield; a security cover
for sensitive elements of classified rideshare
payloads; and as a tamper-proof lock-box for
rideshare launches of NSS payloads on foreign
launches.

Following the SV study and initial hardware
development, a User’s Guide must also be developed to
assist organizations in the development of Express class
SVs and payloads that utilize the new dispenser. The
guide should contain:
•
•
•
•
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A bounding set of load cases for static and
dynamic
loads,
acoustic,
shock,
depressurization and heating during ascent;
Mass, volume, CM requirements;
Electrical interface requirements;
Pre-separation and post-separation operational
constraints (launch “off”, waiting period
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•
•
•
•
•

before
deployments,
transmission
or
propulsive maneuver);
EMI/EMC requirements;
Analysis and test guidelines for compatible
Express class space vehicle development;
Guidelines and timelines for mission
integration;
A sample integration procedure vetted by the
LV providers.
Guidelines and range safety requirements for
Express space vehicles featuring propulsion.

154cm interface, three SVs must fit within the
154cm cylindrical interface volume, and three
or more between the 154cm cylindrical
interface and the static envelope of the fairing.
Based upon those volumetric requirements, and the
requirement for adequate clearance between adjacent
payloads and the LV, we determined that the maximum
footprint of an SV within its optional shroud would be
42cm x 42cm. Since a common extension ring height
for EELVs is 55.8cm, we limited the baseline height of
a notional Express class SV to 55cm (mission
requirements and available LV volume may permit a
taller configuration).

REQUIREMENTS DERIVATION
Having generated a list of general objectives, we set out
to define more quantitative requirements.
When
determining allowable volume from the perspective of
the LVs, we surveyed the most common rideshare
hardware configurations of LVs and payloads in the
aforementioned list. Many smaller LVs and payloads
utilize a 94cm clamp band interface, and the launch
vehicle features a cylinder or cone (or combination),
which bridges the gap between the upper stage and the
primary payload. Most small launch vehicles can
accommodate a secondary payload within a 94cm
cylindrical envelope; either inside a conical payload
attach fitting (PAF) or a 94cm extender ring between a
conical PAF and the primary payload. Intermediate
launch vehicles feature either a 94cm interface with a
thick-walled hollow cylindrical volume around the
94cm interface or a 156cm cylindrical interface with
available volume inside the cylinder. Larger launch
vehicles most commonly feature a 156cm ring
protruding from a conical interface to the upper stage,
and the largest fairings on these vehicles feature thickwalled hollow cylindrical volume surrounding the
156cm cylindrical interface and the static or dynamic
envelope of the fairing. (The 156cm ring can be necked
down to a smaller interface or neck up to a slightly
larger interface.)

Load Requirements
To derive loads requirements, we enveloped the static
loads, dynamic loads, shock and acoustic requirements
of the candidate LV set, to generate a bounding set of
cases to guide SV development. Initial environmental
requirements are based on both a survey of associated
Users Guides and GSFC-STD-7000. Conservative
values were chosen for initial design based on
JHU/APL experience, not enveloped maximum values
across all vehicles. As the design for the first
SV/dispenser system and the LV’s rideshare interface
accommodations mature, these requirements will be
reviewed and updated as appropriate.
•
•
•
•

•

Volume Requirements
The volume requirements, based upon these studies are:
•
•

•
•

Apland

For the smallest launch vehicles, a single SV
must fit within a 94cm cylindrical volume and
between a 2m fairing and the 94cm interface.
For some mid-size launch vehicles (Minotaur
IV, Athena IIc), a single SV must fit within a
94cm cylindrical volume, and between the
94cm cylindrical volume and the static
envelope of the smaller fairing (2m).
For Athena IIc, three SVs must fit within a
154cm cylindrical volume.
For the largest vehicles (Atlas V, Delta IV,
Falcon 9 and Heavy, Antares) utilizing the

•
•
•
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Maximum Express SV mass: 50 kg
Minimum fundamental frequency, any axis:
50 Hz
Quasi-static design loads in any direction: 15
G’s
Center of Mass Location:
o Lateral CM within a 25.4mm diameter of
the SV long axis.
o Vertical CM must be within 450mm of the
separation plane.
Reference GSFC-STD-7000:
o Protoflight Qualification Test Factors:
Table 2.2-2
o Analysis Factors of Safety: Table 2.2-3
o Verification Matrix: Table 2.4-1
o Random Vibration: Table 2.4.3 for a 50
kg component
o Shock: Self-induced shock, 2x minimum
o Launch De-pressurization Rate: <1.0
psi/sec max
Acoustics: Envelope of domestic launch
vehicles per GSFC-STD-7000 values
Maximum snubber or separation nut axial
gapping load: 1500 lbs
Accommodation of thermal gradient/CTE
mismatch across the separation plane, the
27th Annual AIAA/USU
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•

magnitude of which will be determined as the
design matures.

•

Integration and Operational Requirements

•

To derive integration and operational requirements, we
drew from our experience in developing and validating
launch vehicle interface requirements as the lead
technical organization for the Integrated Systems
Engineering Team (ISET), which established
foundational space mission standards for what is now
the Operationally Responsive Space (ORS) Office. To
simplify launch approval and rideshare manifest
opportunities, our determination was that the space
vehicle must launch powered off. The electrical power
subsystem initiates SV operation following separation
from the launch vehicle.
There should be a
configurable period of time before the space vehicle
performs
any
deployments,
communications
transmissions, or attempts a propulsive maneuver.
Vehicles featuring propulsion will be required to have
service valves and enable/disable plugs accessible from
fairing doors (still to be specified). To allow efficient,
rectangle shaped structures, and ample aft-end
equipment mounting areas, a new 4-point SV interface
was developed. Standard separation connectors will be
specified. These connectors will feature loop-back
break-wire separation tell-tale functionality, as well as
battery charging capability and the potential for some
telemetry relay via the LV.

•

Approximately 200 m/s of delta-V capability
(more with re-pressurization, regulation, or
decreased payload volume)
To minimize the impact on primary payloads
and LV integration
An option to utilize a shroud for primary
payload protection, contamination shield,
plume shield, mission obscuration, SV
hardware security, EMI/EMC protection,
acoustics protection
Ability to accommodate large (>200mm
optical, 400mm external RF) apertures

As a consequence of the design activity, two
different design configurations were developed:
one each with and without propulsion. As shown
in Figure 5, the results demonstrated that all the
objectives and specified requirements could be
achieved. Moreover, when the following payload
allocations were made:
•
•
•

Volume: < 23,750 cm3 (w/o prop.)
Orbit Average Power Load: < 30 watts
Mass: < 15 Kg

It was found that the design would be suitable to meet
the accommodation requirements for 18 of 73 (25%) of
the candidate payloads from the 2010 SERB list. A
review of the recently released 2012 SERB list is
presently underway, but is expected to reflect an even
greater proportion of compatibility.

SPACE VEHICLE DESIGN OVERVIEW
Space Vehicle System Overview
Based upon the over-arching objectives discussed in
section 3 and the available volume that was determined
through the previously discussed analysis, a space
vehicle design was developed to confirm expected
capability and provisions. To guide the effort, a set of
specific requirements were imposed upon the design
activity, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Apland

SV capability to generate 10’s of watts of OAP
Rigid coupling to the LV, no rattle-space
Accommodate equipment on all six exterior
surfaces of a prismatic rectangular volume.
Accommodate a COTS propulsion tank, star
tracker(s),
IMU,
RWAs/MWAs,
magnetometer, associated avionics
Enough volume to allow component
modularity
At least 1/3 SV internal volume available to
payload (with propulsion) and ½ SV internal
volume available to payload (without
propulsion)

Figure 5-Attributes of the JHU/APL reference
Express class space vehicle concepts that were
developed to substantiate the over-arching design
objectives and specific performance requirements.
Mechanical and Thermal Overview
The structure of the Express SV attaches to the
dispenser with two bolts in opposite corners. Spherical
snubbers in the other two opposite corners provide
stability and react lateral loads. The snubbers are
adjustable in and out of plane for ease of integration
and to set the desired preload between the separation
6
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system and the SV. Two separation connectors provide
multiple redundant loop-back break-wire separation
tell-tales for the LV and SV, and could provide battery
charging and state of charge monitoring capability. The
space vehicle interface to the dispenser is depicted in
Figure 6.

Figure 7 – The Express space vehicle form-factor
readily permits utilization of an extensive array of
space qualified COTS components

Figure 6 – The Express class SV interface to the
complementary separation system is a highly robust,
yet lightweight and low-cost design
The bottom deck of the SV accommodates the bolt
catchers and snubbers, and acts as the primary load path
to the other five panels of the SV. It is machined from
aluminum plate. The snubbers and bolts are situated in
the corners of the SV, which allows efficient translation
of load to the 4-point separation system. The 4-point
separation system saves mass and volume by
eliminating the need for a round to rectangular
transition structure or a massive bottom deck required
for a circular separation system. The other 5 panels of
the space vehicle can be constructed from all-aluminum
honeycomb panels or machined plates at the discretion
of the space vehicle developers.
The resulting
structures are light weight, rigid and cost effective, and
can be made compatible with EMI sensitive missions.
Minimum instrument payload volume is approximately
1/3 of the SV structure volume with propulsion and ½
of the SV structure volume without propulsion. The
structure accommodates CubeSat-derived avionics—
which for the reference design utilize the JHU/APL
MMN-6U C&DH flight processor assembly, as well as
commercially available GN&C sensors and actuators,
power products, propulsion components, and TT&C
components, while still providing substantial payload
volume (Figure 7 and Figure 8).

Apland

Figure 8 – The Express space vehicle form factor
accommodates payloads with substantial volume
and un-occluded field of view access on the
(nominally) nadir-oriented deck.
DISPENSER SYSTEM STUDY RESULTS
Dispenser and Separation System
The dispenser system consists of a dispenser deck, a
separation system, and an optional shroud. The
dispenser functions as a high rigidity adaptor structure
and a 4-point separation system. The separation system
was designed to be light weight, simple and reliable.
Two points of the separation system are standard ¼-20
high strength bolts, mounted in opposite corners of the
4-pt interface pattern. The SV is released from these
bolts by the use of separation nuts. Pyrotechnic
separation nuts are baselined, but they can be replaced
at the discretion of the SV provider with a variety of
non-explosive actuators which are commercially
available.
The two separation nuts provide
simultaneous release of the space vehicle with low
7
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shock, are extremely reliable, and have a great deal of
space flight heritage. The other two points of the
separation system are spherical ball-and-socket snubber
assemblies. One of the snubbers is a slotted spherical
socket, which allows for interface growth due to
thermal gradients between the LV and SV and
accommodates the use of composite or metallic bus
structures. The snubbers are adjustable both in and out
of plane to allow simplified alignment operations and to
set the preload between the SV and the dispenser.
Integral separation springs can be tailored to vary tipoff and separation rates; offset CG’s can be easily
accommodated negating any need to “spin balance” a
payload and add additional balance mass. Integral
separation connectors accommodate multi-redundant
separation sensing for both the LV and SV through
multiple loop-back break-wire circuits. The separation
connectors potentially offer the capability of battery
charging and state-of-charge monitoring through the
LV umbilical harness. The same dispenser mechanism
and structure are used for shrouded or un-shrouded
SVs, can be used with an ESPA variant, a flat plate
adaptor, A-deck, or the ULA Aft Bulkhead Carrier, and
can be accommodated by all launch vehicles studied.
The deck of the separation system is machined from an
aluminum plate, and the snubbers are machined from
titanium bar stock. Figure 9 depicts the SV and
separation system and Figure 10 depicts separation
system details.

Nine 15-G quasistatic load cases were evaluated: eight
lateral directions in 45° increments, and one vertical
direction.

Figure 10 – Express separation system details
Results indicate that the ¼-28 interface bolts and
snubbers were properly sized for the resulting interface
loads and snubber loads, and a snubber preload of
approximately 1.8 mm will prevent gapping at the ball
and socket snubbers under the 15 G loading. In the
future, as the FEM is iterated to increase the dispenser
bending stiffness to achieve a minimum fundamental
frequency of 50 Hz, additional random vibration load
cases will be added. Figure 11 through Figure 14
present selected analysis results.

Figure 9 – The Express reference SV design shown
next to its dispenser which remains fixed to the
launch accommodation.
Analysis Results
Preliminary structural analysis has been completed on
the dispenser and separation interface to the reference
Express SV design. As of this publication, section
geometry and optimization of the dispenser remain
issues to be addressed as both natural frequency and
stress margins need to be increased as the design
progresses. Interface loads remain moderate and all
requirements appear achievable with additional work.
Apland

Figure 11 - Current dispenser, separation interface
and SV aft deck FEM
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Shroud Design
The optional shroud is notionally constructed of thin
all-aluminum honeycomb panels with discrete edge
clips. It bolts to the sides of the dispenser deck. The lid
of the shroud is retained by a pin-puller and is deployed
through damped spring loaded hinges. The shroud can
be tailored to provide the following functions: primary
payload protection, contamination shield, plume shield,
mission obscuration, SV hardware security, EMI/EMC
protection, and acoustics protection. For configurations
where the Express SV attaches to one of the ports of a
cylindrical adaptor with radial ports, the shroud will be
constructed to be a load path between the LV and SV.
For configurations using a flat plate adaptor, the shroud
can be a very light weight structure.
Shrouds
configured for radial ports can be accommodated by
cylindrical adaptors with radial ports of the same
diameter regardless of LV type. CSA ESPA Grande
adaptors can accommodate Express SV shrouds through
the use of adaptor plates. Shrouds configured for flat
plate adaptors are compatible with the entire list of
launch vehicles studied. Figures 15 and 16 depict
shroud configurations and details.

Figure 12 - An increase in the dispenser depth of
section will achieve 50Hz

Figure 15 - Fully shrouded SV (left), partially
shrouded SV (center), un-shrouded SV (right)

Figure 13 - Additional material needed in scattered
areas of the dispenser

Figure 16 - Details of Express shroud mechanisms.

DISPENSER SYSTEM STUDY RESULTS
JHU/APL studied accommodations in a wide range of
domestic launch vehicles and has collaborated with
Moog/CSA in developing the preliminary adaptor
system concepts required for flexible rideshare
accommodation of the new Express design.

Figure 14 - 1000 lb gapping load results set the
snubber preload

Apland
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the Small Launch ESPA ports. The shroud structures
could accommodate either fully shrouded or partially
shrouded space vehicles. In this arrangement, a total of
seven Express SVs could be accommodated. Figure 18
depicts accommodations for this class of vehicles when
using the Small Launch ESPA.

Minotaur I and Falcon 1e
The two smallest launch vehicles considered, the
Minotaur I (with 1.55m fairing diameter) and Falcon 1e
have nearly identical fairing sizes. Both feature a
conical adaptor which necks down from the upper stage
diameter to the typical 94cm adaptor diameter. With a
61cm tall, 94cm diameter extension ring, an Express
SV and a 1.27m tall primary payload can be
accommodated without reaching into the ogive section
of either of the two fairings. Additionally, multiple
CubeSat dispensers (P-POD, NLAS, X-POD, etc.) can
be accommodated around the outside of the extension
ring, as shown in Figure 17.

Figure 18 - Minotaur IV and Athena IIc
accommodations with Small Launch ESPA
Minotaur IV and Athena IIc with Flat Plate Adaptors
Another possibility is to use a 190cm flat plate adaptor,
which would go between the forward LV cone and the
94cm extension ring. The 190cm flat plate adaptor
would accommodate up to seven Express SVs, and
could also accommodate CubeSat dispensers, as well.
The mixed topology of primary payloads, Express SVs
and 1U, 2U, 3U and 6U CubeSats gives sponsors more
launch flexibility and rideshare payloads more access to
space. Figure 19 depicts accommodations when using a
flat plate adaptor with this class of launch vehicle.

Figure 17 - Minotaur I and Falcon 1e
accommodations
Minotaur IV and Athena IIc with Small Launch
ESPA
With the larger fairings Minotaur IV and Athena IIc
offer, there are more options for accommodating
Express SVs. Both Minotaur IV and Athena IIc have
conical adaptors necking down from the upper stage
diameter to a smaller diameter interface.
Many
payloads in this class use the same 94cm diameter
adaptor as do the smaller launch vehicles. As with the
smaller launch vehicles, there is potential for
accommodating an Express SV inside a 61cm tall,
94cm
(38”)
diameter
adaptor,
while
still
accommodating
a
sizeable
primary
payload
(approximately 1.4m x 1.4m x 3m in a Minotaur IV).
Since the fairings for the Minotaur IV and Athena IIc
are 2m in diameter, there is room for Express SVs
arrayed around the outer diameter of a 94cm extension
adaptor. Moog CSA has developed a 94cm diameter
extension ring with radial ports called the Small Launch
ESPA. The Small Launch ESPA could accommodate
six Express SVs using shrouds as a load path back to
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could be accommodated on the aft end of the flat plate
adaptor, providing the mission manager with
unprecedented flexibility in executing a mixed topology
ride-share mission. Figure 21 depicts accommodations
using a large flat plate adaptor. Table 1 compares
mixed topology capability of each of the launch
vehicles.

Atlas V, Delta IV, Falcon 9/9H, Antares, with ESPA
With the larger fairings of Atlas V, Delta IV, Falcon 9
and Heavy, and Antares, there is additional capacity
and flexibility. Each of these vehicles has a conical
adaptor between the upper stage and the standard EELV
1575mm bolt circle, and has adaptor rings of various
heights between this cone and the primary payload
separation systems. Moog CSA has built a cylindrical
adaptor with radial ports called the ESPA (EELV
Secondary Payload Adaptor), which takes the place of
one of the cylindrical extension adaptors. A flat plate
adaptor inside an ESPA would accommodate three
Express SVs, and could also accommodate CubeSats
with three ESPA 6U Mounts (SUMs) at the same time.
Around the outside diameter of the ESPA, as many as
12 Express SVs can be accommodated by the ESPA
radial ports using L-frame shroud structures.
Alternatively, the Express SVs can be integrated in a
cantilevered configuration for radial deployment. The
ESPA ring can, of course, also accommodate ESPAclass space vehicles, allowing the payload planner the
flexibility to mix CubeSat, Express SVs, and ESPA
payloads with the primary payload. Figure 20 depicts
accommodations using an ESPA ring and an internal
flat plate adaptor.

Figure 21 - Falcon 9 and Heavy, Atlas V, Delta IV
and Antares accommodations when using a flat
plate adaptor

Table 1 - Comparison of large LV accommodations

Figure 20 - Falcon 9 and Heavy, Atlas V, Delta IV
and Antares accommodations when using ESPA
ring

Adaptor Development
To bound the range of adaptor sizes, JHU/APL and
Moog/CSA explored preliminary development work on
the 2.75m flat plate adaptor first. The team is in the
midst of trading a machined aluminum deck against a
composite panel with embedded members. The allaluminum flat plate adaptor is machined from a single
1.25” (32mm) aluminum plate and features egg-crate
like ribs to maximize stiffness and minimize mass. It
weighs approximately 400 lb (180kg). Figure 22
depicts the single piece adaptor plate.

Atlas V, Delta IV, Falcon 9/9H, Antares, with Flat
Plate Adaptors
A 2.75m diameter flat plate adaptor combined with an
ESPA ring provides even more flexibility.
Three
Express SVs would fit inside the extension ring, and a
mixture of as many as ten Express SVs or six ESPAclass SVs would be accommodated on the plate outside
the ring. SUMs could be accommodated where ESPAclass payloads are used, and 3U and 6U dispensers
Apland
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of section issues were settled, and a simplified FEM
developed of the dispenser for inclusion in multiple
locations in the FE models shown below.

Figure 22 - Single piece machined flat plate adaptor
The honeycomb flat plate adaptor features a 3” thick
solid interface ring co-cured in the honeycomb
structure. The interface ring is attached to the ESPA
adaptor above it and the 1575mm extension ring below
it. The aluminum face sheets are 0.032” (0,8mm) and
the core is 3.1 pounds per cubic foot. “Spool”-type
inserts are post-potted in the honeycomb panel and
interface with the Express SV dispenser system and
CubeSat dispensers on the aft side of the flat plate
adaptor.
Aluminum doublers are co-cured to
selectively stiffen the panel. Figure 23 depicts the
sandwich flat plate adaptor. The sandwich panel
adaptor will save mass, but the machined adaptor will
save in costs.
Sponsors’ financial and technical
budgets will determine which solution is chosen.

Figure 24 - Single piece flat plate adaptor

Figure 25 - Composite honeycomb flat plate adaptor
model
PROTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT & TESTING
Prototype Development
Figure 23 – Aluminum honeycomb flat plate
adaptor details

Due to budgetary constraints, we adopted construction
techniques that satisfied all key design requirements
while allowing some reduced restriction on part
tolerances.
In all instances, we used flight-like
materials (e.g., adhesives, fasteners, raw material) and
processes. Figures 26 through 28 show the prototype
parts and early assembly.

Deck Adaptor Analysis
Figure 24 and Figure 25 present very preliminary
results for the deck adapter trades. The initial goal of
35 Hz for the thrust direction of a fully loaded adapter
has not yet been met for either style. The effort
discovered that the representation of the Express SV
dispenser stiffness greatly influences both the
fundamental frequency as well as the stress and strain
distribution in the adapter deck designs. Further
development effort was tabled until the dispenser depth
Apland
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simulator. To stay within the highly constrained
budget, we chose to deploy the cover and mass
simulator with gravity. We recommend that subsequent
flight testing take place with a g-negation fixture to
validate the calculated tip-off and re-contact margins
per the ADAMS analysis. Figure 27 shows the
completed dispenser with mass simulator mounted to
the vibration plate.
In lieu of a coupled loads analysis for a specific launch
vehicle, we chose 15Gs in each of 3 orthogonal axes for
a swept sine strength test. In lieu of an acoustic test
specification for a specific launch vehicle, we chose to
use to use the GSFC-STD-7000 14.1Grms random
vibration specification. The vibration test flow includes
pre- and post- sine surveys from 5-2kHz at 4 octaves
per minute at 0.25Gs.
Several triaxial response
accelerometers record acceleration responses at various
points on the mass simulator, dispenser and shroud
(shown in Figure 28.

Figure 26- The prototype Express dispenser
subassembly with SV bottom deck baseplate
Flight Characterization and Qualification Testing
This section discusses the planned qualification testing
program for the dispenser and shroud structures and
mechanisms that has or will be completed by August
2013. The system level test flow includes preenvironment deployments of the shroud lid and a SV
mass simulator from the dispenser, dynamics testing of
the shroud, dispenser and SV mass simulator, postenvironmental deployments, and deployments during
thermal cycling.

Figure 28- Prototype Express dispenser system with
optional shroud being prepared for vibration testing
Based upon our analysis, the predicted temperature
range encountered during ride-share applications is
relatively small, spanning -10 to +40C. Since we
envision the use of the Express adaptor systems for
secondary payloads on interplanetary SVs, we plan to
cycle the adaptor and shroud from -60 to +65C so that a

Figure 27- Prototype Express dispenser and mass
simulator on vibration plate
Functional testing includes deployment of the shroud
cover, followed by deployment of the SV mass
Apland
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primary payload will not need to control the adaptor to
a tight temperature range, thereby conserving limited
power resources. To stay within the highly constrained
budget, we chose to deploy the cover and mass
simulator at temperature in ambient pressure with gN2
back-fill. The thermal test flow includes a ramp down
from ambient to -60C and holding the plateau until the
shroud components reach the cold limit temperature,
when the shroud cover will be deployed. Once the
dispenser baseplate and separation nuts reach the cold
limit temperature, the mass simulator will be deployed
from the dispenser. Following return to ambient and a
chamber break, the dispenser, mass simulator and
shroud will be reconfigured for the +65C deployments.
Several thermocouples will be affixed to various points
on the shroud.

the design. Ultimately, JHU/APL seeks to become an
active consumer of the Express class for the important
missions of our sponsors.
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and ESPA. This proposed “Express” mission class
corresponds to a space vehicle of approximately 20-50
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the same low-cost rideshare paradigm as CubeSats, the
Express mission class affords far greater utilization of
COTS components for reduced program development
cost/risk, makes possible the capability for dramatically
more system resources (e.g., power generation), and if
required, enables integration of propulsion solutions for
true orbit flexibility without over-compromising
payload SWaP allocation.
The Express class is
intended to support primary, secondary, and tertiary
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the
programmatic
and
technical/performance
requirements of diverse operational missions spanning
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Building upon the initial engineering effort that defined
the Express mission class and compatible space vehicle,
JHU/APL has taken the requisite step to also develop
and build the associated flexible adapter system that can
readily integrate with multiple LVs in numerous
configurations. At present environmental testing is
underway to characterize and flight certify the
prototype adapter system design and optional shroud.
In the remaining months of FY13, JHU/APL will
complete this activity along with the associated data
analysis and model verification. Looking ahead, we
will be continuing to explore opportunities with our
sponsors and interested collaborators for a full
demonstration mission. In addition, per the institutional
charter of the Lab, we expect to establish one or more
technology transfer licensing agreements with industry
partners for their manufacturer and commoditization of
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